
Q1 

Please provide your name: 

Chris Bye 

Q2 

Which office and district are you running for? 

US House of Representatives 

Q3 

What is your vision for Alaska when it comes to reducing sexual assault and domestic 

violence? What steps are you prepared to take to get there? 

This tragedy really strikes the heart of our communities.  The effects are generational. Neighbors and 

communities are key players in ending this tragedy.  Every time we look away, we are condoning this 

behavior.  I encourage local folks to take a stand against this behavior.  I'll support local initiatives. 

Q4 

What responsibilities do you believe the Legislature and other elected officials hold in 

advancing efforts to intervene in and ultimately eliminate domestic violence and sexual 

assault in the state? 

If we are placing our faith in DC to end something that happens at the local level, we are misplacing our 

faith.  This issue requires local, tribal, and perhaps state leadership with regards to mental health 

assistance and VPSO/AST responses.  Tribal authority can really play a significant role in intervening and 

reducing incidents by establishing trusted agents and counselors. 

Q5 

Victim/Survivor services in Alaska have been flat funded for many years and are facing a 

potential shortfall in future years due to decreasing federal funds.  What are your thoughts 

on state funding to provide support services for victims of domestic and sexual violence? 

A diverse funding pool is preferable because it builds flexibility.  Tribal corporations and local 

municipalities can and should play a role in addressing these needs.  The state and non-government 

organizations can play a role in providing services. 

Q6 

Alaska Native women are disproportionately affected by domestic violence and sexual 

assault. What are your thoughts on supporting Alaska tribes’ ability to strengthen local 

responses for survivors? 

I support Tribal Sovereignty.  I have met a number of bright tribal members who can provide leadership to 

address strengthening local responses. While funding is always limited, leadership within the tribes is not. 

A Fort Yukon woman once told me, "we, Fort Yukon, can solve the issue better than some suit in 

Juneau." I trust the lady. 

Q7 



Children are a particularly vulnerable population and may be traumatized by living with an 

abusive person and witnessing violence perpetrated against a parent or caretaker. What 

remedies might you suggest to provide protection for these children? 

Local solutions will always be better than decisions made in DC.  New regulations made in DC may or not 

interfere with local decision-making, reducing the options at the local level.  Tribal and non-government 

organizations, along with municipalities, provide the best immediate care.  Often there is a current of 

mental illness that runs beneath the surface.  I would encourage the Alaska Mental Health System to 

improve its service. If additional capital is required they should sell off more of the land trust they were 

given to fund their operation. 

Q8 

What is your opinion about an adult over the age of 30 having sex with someone that is only 

16 or 17.  Should it be a crime? 

Alaska's current age for adult decisions is 18.  Grooming is a crime.  This is a great example of where 

parental involvement is paramount.  Other potential Leader such as teachers, coaches, and church folks 

should have the confidence to discuss this scenario with the young teenager's parents. 

Q9 

Do you believe reproductive rights should be the choice of an individual? If you do not, do 

you believe there should be choice for victims of incest, sexual and/or domestic violence? 

This has been decided by the state already. 

Q10 

The state of Alaska is experiencing a housing shortage statewide. This is impacting 

domestic and sexual violence survivors’ ability to move forward with their lives.  What would 

be your ideas to address this? 

Have the tribal corporations establish safe temporary shelters in each village and city.  A partnership 

between tribes, municipalities, state, and nongovernmental organizations could really provide support 

these vulnerable populations. 

Q11 

Currently, the domestic violence response is largely a criminal justice response.  Please 

share any ideas you have of other types of responses. 

At the youth level, children are affected differently.  These events can have long-lasting effects.  I firmly 

believe that mental health specialists and programs could be instrumental in reducing the generational 

effect of this tragedy.  The same is true for the victim of domestic abuse. 

Q12 

Currently there is no dedicated funding for programs to provide services to engage 

individuals who have abused their families.  What would be your ideas to address how to 

provide services to people who choose to cause harm to their partners?  Do you feel this is 

the responsibility of the government? 



It is not the Federal Govt's responsibility.  The state or local municipality may have jurisdiction over 

treatment requirements for these individuals.  State citizenry must be involved with the rehabilitation of 

these individuals. 

Q13 

Are you familiar with local programs that provide domestic violence and sexual assault 

services to victims across Alaska? Have you recently visited your local domestic 

violence/sexual assault shelter or victim services program? What is your plan to support 

these programs? 

I have visited one years ago.  The heartfelt concern for the victims was very evident. This facility was 

donation funded.  I think such organizations could be funded using Click.Pick.Give. function of our PFD.  

This is another great opportunity for the tribal corporation to step up and provide additional resources to 

reduce this tragedy. 

 


